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1 Introduction

1.1 Problem

One of the biggest problems law firms face is in locating lawyers with select expertise or past legal
work relevant to a given situation. Without the ability to locate the right lawyers, the established
legal matter teams may not be competitive. Without the ability to find past work that is related and
relevant, firms deprive themselves of the ability to learn from their experiences and to best pitch for
new business within a particular area. This results in a tremendous amount of wasted opportunity and
time, leading law firms and vendors to invest time in finding a solution to this problem.

1.2 Firm’s Attempts

The traditional approach to this problem is to invest in (1) developing a taxonomy to describe a
valuable dimension, and (2) to develop internal processes to manually classify data into this taxonomy.
Unfortunately, these "knowledge management" processes rarely work. This is because because the
rate at which new information comes in is greater than the rate at which it can be classified, resulting in
a situation where the value of this undertaking is never fully realized. Any further business processes
or tools introduced to help facilitate this effort then become are at odds with an organizational culture
that fights for the bottom line. Nevertheless, it is the past knowledge management efforts to apply
structure to data that deliver a great amount of value.

1.3 Proposed Solution and Goal

We believe that the combination of vast unstructured data and low-quality structured data will be
sufficient for us to solve the legal expertise problem with accuracy. Since the private data within a law
firm is unavailable, we will use the public marketing articles about past work (matter narratives) and
attorney profile pages as a proxy. To test our hypothesis, we develop a supervised learning algorithm
and test the accuracy against the data from two different law firms. If our accuracy is sufficient for
both law firms, we believe this approach will extend to the private data that exists within firms.

2 Datasets

The attorney profiles and matter narratives from the two datasets have a marketing and sales orientation.
It has been made publicly available so that potential customers can learn about the excellent attorneys
or past work that may be relevant to the work at hand. Despite the marketing bias of this information,
the data is ideal for our purposes because it meets the following criteria:

1. The data is relevant to the topic of expertise classification.
2. The data contains contains unstructured data in the form of narrative summaries or attorney

biographies.



3. The data contains structured data in the form of tags and links, but this data is inconsistent
and occasionally incorrect.

Accordingly, this data should serve as an excellent proxy for similar information relevant to expertise
that exists as structured and unstructured data within a firm.

2.1 Dataset Retrieval

The datasets for both firms were retrieved by accessing the website of both law firms and manually
exporting search results containing links to attorney profiles and matter narratives. The URLs from
these links were extracted, loaded into relational database, and C# application was developed to
created to retrieve the HTML page for each URL. The C# application then used the consistent XML
structure of the HTML to segment the data using XPATH into attorney, practice, and narrative tables.

2.2 Dataset Comparison

The first dataset contained 520 legal matter narratives and 143 attorney profiles that we have scraped
from the Lathrop and Gage website (http://www.lathropgage.com/experience.html). Each narrative
includes a title, a summary, a list of involved attorneys, practice areas, offices of the law firm, and the
related industry. Occasionally, the associated client involved in the matter can also be identified.

Figure 1: Matter Narratives and Practices in the first dataset (Firm A)

The second dataset contained 3659 attorney profiles without any matter narrative data from DLA
Piper (https://www.dlapiper.com/en/us/). The depth of the narrative on this data set was less detailed,
but there were far more samples in this set. Although the attorney biography data included same
type of information across firms, the labels that are associated with each attorney vary greatly. Most
attributes assigned to a specific attorney are not assigned across all attorneys (e.g., the "languages"
attribute).

Figure 2: Attorney Profiles for Firm A (Left) and Firm B (Right)

The practice lists for both firms were consistent in structure, being roughly the same and following
the standard two-level practice hierarchy organization. However, the practices themselves varied
greatly, with only a few common practices shared across the firms.
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Figure 3: Examples of the Retrieved Datasets

3 Features and Methodology

Our classifier has three different sources of features, two different models, Multinomial Naive-
Bayes and a Multiclass one-vs-rest SVM, and four main classification schemes. The goal in each
classification scheme is to classify the data input as one of a set of legal practice areas.

3.1 Features

We use three different sources for features: the information for each matter narrative, the personal
web page of each attorney, and short descriptions of each practice area. Each matter narrative consists
of a short summary, a list of attorneys who worked on the matter and is labeled with 1-5 practice
areas. A lawyer is represented by a biography and is labeled with 1-5 practice areas which may or
may not be the same practice areas as the matters the lawyers is connected to. Each practice area is a
short plain-text description.

To extract features from each source we parse and stem each word, removing all stop words. Names
of attorneys and practice areas are left un-stemmed. The frequency of each word is used as the feature
vector for the SVM, while the Naive Bayes uses a TF-IDF setup.

3.2 Models

We evaluated two different learning models, with the results of both presented in the results section.
Our first model is a multinomial TF-IDF Naive-Bayes model. Our other model is a one-vs-rest
SVM, consisting of one binary classifier for each practice area. For both models we used a standard
cross-validation scheme, selecting a random 20% of the input to be reserved for testing for each run
of the classifier.

Both models suffer from a small training corpus compared to the number of classes present and the
resulting sparse matrix. We made two attempts to reduce the number of classes, but neither showed
significant improvement in the classification success rate. The first was to cluster similar classes. To
do so, we constructed a list of important words for each class by calculating

∑
k log

p(wordi|classj)
p(wordi|classk)

for each class i, and selecting the top 10% of words and then calculated the cosine similarity between
the resulting vectors for each class. Our next attempt was to use an explicit, pre-defined hierarchy of
classes, where the classes are grouped by the firm. While both of these attempts dramatically reduced
the sparsity of the matrix, they did not improve the classification rate.

3.3 Classification Schemes

We have four different measures for classification. Two are very basic: training and testing over
only the lawyer data, and training and testing over only the matter narratives. In order to add more
features, we also classify based on the joint feature sets. For example, if we are classifying narratives,
in addition the the features of the narrative, we use the features of the attorneys associated with that
particular narrative. When classifying attorneys, we additionally use the features of the narratives
that attorney is associated with. When doing any joint classification we ensure that we split the cross-
validation sets such that no attorney appears in both sets, even when classifying matter narratives.
This ensures that our results can be generalized and are not overfitting the particular attorneys, as
we found that doing otherwise results in the attorneys’ names being the most important features
identified by the models.

Finally, all four of the classification schemes use our third feature source, the text descriptions of each
class. Because attorney biographies and matter narrative summaries use much of the same language
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as is found in the descriptions of the classes, including the relevant descriptions decreases the error
rate.

4 Results

Our results were gathered by running a series of cross-validation trials, measuring accuracy by
counting the number of correct guesses for each randomly-chosen testing dataset. Our first set of
experimental results were used to determine the type of supervised learning algorithm to leverage.
Accordingly, we confined our analysis to the first dataset and measured our Naive Bayes model
against the SVM model.

Figure 4: SVM vs. Naive Bayes Cross-Training Accuracy

The above results demonstrated an unexpectedly favorable outcome for our Naive Bayes classifier.
Proceeding with Naive Bayes, we then compared the attorney classification success rate across the
two datasets.

Figure 5: Naive Bayes Attorney Classification Accuracy

A quantitative measurement of our classification groupings is consistent with the above results.
The results appear to be reasonable. For example, lawyers with a biography including patents and
trademarks are classified into the Intellectual Property practice.
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4.1 Analysis and Future Work

With a error rate of around 35%, despite over 80 different classes, our classifier could not replace
detailed human labeling, but can performs well enough to provide valuable classification. Furthermore,
We believe that it would improve a lot with a larger training size, as we currently only average fewer
than 10 training examples per class.

The most promising aspect of this classifier is that it performs well classifying both the attorneys and
the narratives. This suggests that it could be used as a powerful recommendation tool to be used by
either firms or potential clients looking for an appropriate firm. A promising application would be to
not only classify the attorneys and narratives, but to rank the likelihood of each class, as attorneys and
matter narratives can have more than one class, and to calculate the similarities between attorneys
and matters using the resulting vectors to suggest appropriate attorneys for a matter.

Although, we expected the SVM to outperform the Naive Bayes classifier, we have some initial
thoughts on why this isn’t the case. Primarily, we believe it is due to the number of classes compared
to the number of training samples as the SVM is attempting to do a binary classification of one-vs-all
despite many classes being very similar. Furthermore, even if the SVM achieved comparable rates to
the Naive Bayes classifier, it would still be less useful as it takes an increasing amount of time for
every class for it needs to construct a classifier. During our tests it averaged over 80 times as long to
run as the Naive Bayes Classifier.
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